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About This Game

FranknJohn is a horror inspired action roguelike, where your head is your weapon! Young FranknJohn is a failed experiment of
a demented scientist, Dr Harmin. He wakes, with no memory, in a cell, with a head that can only stay on his body with the help
of a chain. FranknJohn is far from helpless however, as his flaw becomes his strength - he can swing his head wildly round to

smash away the plethora of strange creatures that roam the house of horror...

Current Features

Smash enemies with FranknJohn's weaponized head

Experiment with 20 different Skullcaps that alter gameplay in many different ways

Huge skill tree. Collect Dr. Harmin's mysterious ooze and use it to upgrade your body and mind

Randomly generated environments. A new experience with each new life

Local co-op - play with a friend!

Battle through the first area two areas of the game, "The Garden of Denial" and "The Furnace of Anger"

Perma-death, challenging enemies will test the sternest of players
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Glorious soundtrack by Ben Prunty (FTL/Gravity Ghost)

Pills to temporally upgrade your stats

Explore FrankJohn's underground hideout

Planned Features
Content

More areas - The Cistern of Depression and the final showdown with Dr. Harmin in the "The Lab of Isolation"

More variety, challenges and secrets - We have lot's of fun stuff in store

More Skullcaps - these are so much fun to make we want to keep making them forever

More enemies - Each new area will have roughly the same amount of enemies currently available

More bosses - Dr. Harmins most prized creations are being readied for battle

More glorious soundtrack by Ben Prunty

Bug Fixing

We have put a lot of effort into making sure FranknJohn is as bug free as possible, however the game is in Early Access
so it is unavoidable. We will do our best to squish them as soon as they present their ugly heads.

Balancing

A game like this lives or dies on it's balance, so expect a lot of tweaking to occur throughout Early Access.
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Title: FranknJohn
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
bitSmith Games
Publisher:
bitSmith Games
Release Date: 4 Mar, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista/7/8

Processor: Intel Core i3 or AMD equivalent or better

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD 4400 or Nvidia or AMD equivalent or better

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 516 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible Sound Card

Additional Notes: Should work on Windows Xp but not offically supported

English
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Nauseating. I have a very high tolerance for VR experiences inducing motion sickness, but this one made me feel very very
unwell, and almost made me vomit. Do not use if you're plauing with a VR headset.. You can learn how to trade actual financial
markets faster than you can learn to use this game's antique interface.. This was a very lame game and lacking any resemblance
to fun. The only reason I played for two hours was to get all the achievements. Can't even recommend it on sale because it was
that lame. I will just avoid any games by this company in the future. SIGH. if you want good graphix look out of the window.
incel.. This just feels unfinished. If you were to take Super Metroid; but remove the variety of enemy types and weapons, music,
sound effects, mini-map, interesting level design, challenge and fun you pretty much end up with Inescapable. Unsurprisingly
this ends up being an extremely boring experience.. Catzilla EXTERNAL EXCEPTION E06D7363... Useless.

Checked my .NET files, all are installed correctly. ing update the game, it's been seven months since the last one.. Do you like
financially rewarding those who don't do their job?
Do you hate it when things work like they should?
Do you want a chance to indulge your OCD tendencies?

If you answeresd yes to all of the above, then THIS DLC IS FOR YOU!

D.A.R. stands for DEFAULTING \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 ROBOT, based on how this works.

*HOW THIS WORKS*

Well, you know how you can pick a character and it stays that way until you pick another?

Well, you best forget all that malarky, there'll be none of that \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665working like it should'
nonsense here, no sir!

D.A.R. will unselect himself, so that you can change to him every single time you start a new game!

If you've ever wanted to experience all the laziness, disrepect and downright ineptitude of AAA devs WITHOUT the AAA price-
tag, you're in luck!

If not, then stop wasting both our time and *go and buy something else already*.

"\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 fixing our old game - let's make a newer and \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ier one instead!" -
the KF Dev team, last Tuesday or whenever, I'm not looknig that\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665up, I have already put
in WAY more effort to this review than I ought to have, really.

\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Tripwire, \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 so-called 'Modern Gaming', and \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
me for putting up with this \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing industry as long as I did..
Dark Angels is rough around the edges but ultimately gets a passing grade on account of its production value. The graphics and
music are nice, you get multiple dialogue options at points (no effect on the game, just for fun), the story is suitably silly, the
HOPs are quite decent and overall it offers a nice variety of gameplay elements. Even some of the dumber puzzles are still
amusing, the one where you pick 4 items and press play to see how the story plays it is rather amusing.

That said, there's certainly room for criticism. A couple of the puzzles are quite tedious so i skipped them, interactive objects
require slightly too much accuracy at times, the voice acting is terrible (though this also cracked me up a few times) and
sometimes it's hard to figure out what to do next because the game doesn't explain how you can use the chakram/potions and
some of the solutions are confusing. For instance, you have to feed your cat and you find food and a bowl. But it turns out the
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bowl is used later on and you have to put the food in another bowl. A couple of times i did need help to progress. Also, a few
items are labelled incorrectly. You get a "chest key" but it opens a drawer, for instance. These kind of things would have been
easy to fix before release.

Dark Angels is still fun enough to recommend. It takes 3 hours to complete so it's definitely worth a few euros.
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Pros:
It's very, very short
Cons:
Terrible controls, even considering extremely simplistic gameplay.
Pointless collectibles
Horrible, dreadfully dull story and writing.. It would be a shame not to buy it. So useful, so cheap!. Last part is creepy as
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. My Specs:
GPU: GeForce GTX 1070
CPU: Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-7700K CPU @ 4.20GHz
Memory: 16 GB RAM (15.94 GB RAM usable)
Current resolution: 3840 x 2160, 60Hz
HTC VIVE

New NOTE: I just looked at my game play video and saw that it was at 1440p which is correct but the game looks 10x better in
VR than on a 2D screen. The graphics are nice in game in VR. If you look at the screen shots that is a better depiction but still
looks better in VR.

The fact that this game was on mobile or Rift before has no bearing on my feelings toward this game. If the port is good then it
is good for me. In short: the game is fun, graphics are good but the controls may take some getting use to for some people. If
you can use a controller it may be more intuative for this kind of game to save wearing the trackpad buttons out. Overall, in the
time I played I had a good fun time and this kind of game is definately not my normal genre in VR. Sexy characters are a perk.
Buy this and enjoy.

Note: The only downside to this game are limited sound and graphics options and using the trackpad in such a harsh way.
Sliding trackpad would have been better then holding it down. Still tolerable and looks good for what it does have in place. The
game is still fun.

First live play video here with no game sound for copyright reasons. I am talking though expressing my feelings while playing.
Thanks and enjoy the show.
https:\/\/youtu.be\/37nUlzq7YrU. well still needs a lot of improvements...
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